I am sending you a telegram today as I want you to know without further delay Brown and I are satisfied with results last month. Brown and the Corporation were so numerous and detailed that we could not sign by telephone and we made detailed memoranda for the record. Brown, everyone here, and pretty near everyone indeed I could not ask discussing by mail. I had some long conversations with the President and talked with Mr. Puren and meetings with the Economic Council.
at some y which Prasun was present and Prasun had some talk with the ministers at which I was not present. I think they all understand gravity electricity, etc., etc., now and how their delay and difficulties made for the C's turn to speed up. We've real estate and Prasun and Ajit write us an hour on the way. There is a lot left to be done - but the ice is now time frozen. The dinner at The Embassy Wednesday night before
VIA AIR MAIL

ON BOARD

S.S. Uruguay

Reading was most interesting and I
left Peru again Thursday morning
at ten o'clock with Prosser and
Cereyto when we came to Conde-

The Neller arrived in B.A. at
11:20 Friday and he and Neller—
the change of officers + I had to
gether at the Embassy immediately
and we went on whole problem
including electricity until 3 p.m. when
he had to return to H.A. for
long talk and then to the President.

The talk with Neller was most
Wednesday and I will have to see him almost immediately after his return to New York. But of course, you said I need have several days to go over what matters before I go to bolingrin. There is much to talk over.

I went right from the station to the ship as it sailed at five p.m. I was surprised at the number of our B.A. friends who took the trouble to see us off.

The day the B.A was acceptable but it was not a Holiday.
When I got on the ship and relaxed I was utterly exhausted. I shall get a good rest going north. In good things have

now come to rest. There is so much to be done but I think

in one or the way. It means so some opinion. He is doing
a wonderful job and there is no one better than he -
but Now understand he was
at the head of his pack.
I'm sorry things are going to slow down for us. Your health is considered but I can see that they are going fairly good. What is important, the big thing is you and I have to learn is that while we are still very young and a lot trying, there must be some order, and that just means we can't do all that we did before. It's hard to face but if we face it realistically, as we do other
Things we will be going
living for many years to
come.

Can you find room for us
at the Carlyle? The steamer
arrives morning 19th. Please
do not have anyone meet us
but Corie and Cabinet. We
both are looking forward to
seeing you all. Ever and good
wishes to you all -

Westfield James